Statement of Purpose

I

Student Name

presently living in Surat with my parents. I was bought up in a

humble family . I always had a dream to study abroad and wished to have an
international degree with this dream i finished my bachelors of Engineering hear
in India with 7.37 CGPA from Gujarat Technological University in the year 2019.
As we aware to have a international education we need a proof of English
language proficiency test so i prepared for my IELTS and gave my exam in the
month of Jan 2020 and scored 6.5 with no band less than 5.5. Hence i was all
set for my higher studies the only work left was to search for good university
and country were i can study my desired course for my masters . After a lot of
counselling and research my search ended on with the decision to study in
United Kingdome and in Brimingham City University

Why UK?
In UK, has 100+ a listed university were student can get a degree in a
shorter period of time as compared to that in India. The standard of
academics is high as compared to India which further becomes a reason
of getting job in well-known companies back home. UK is been the most
liked country by students since decades they come to the UK for their
education, and the degree they received is accepted globally with well
know firms ,and soon after their completion they job placement is nearly
97% within 6 months of they graduate. United Kingdom being the land of
the English people, hence it is an ideal place to develop language skills
and enhance employment prospects. It has been adopting modern
technology at a faster rate other than other countries in the world. Finally
I felt United Kingdom as the best option for my higher Education. Thus,
United Kingdom is the best fit in terms of duration of course, climatic
suitability and also economical in terms of other countries. Even crime
and political unrest is rare in United Kingdom.

Why BCU?
Birmingham City University three main campuses, including one of the largest
jewellery schools in the world. The University is improving – reflecting urban
transformation –. On going thru the website I found out a lot about the
university, the university is located outside London on a beautiful landscape, in
Birmingham, the international airport was just at the distance of 30 minutes.
The university ranks 7th position in UK for employability, 97% of the students
who graduated from the university got placed in well know firms within six
months of their graduation. The reason for choosing the said university was as

the said university allowed me to take admission being me have a little bit of low
score and allowed me to study few more extra modules by which I would be able
to understand what all would be taught during my bachelors study .

Why Msc Project Management?
I found this course some were similar to my studies as my bachelors was with
engineering we had few modules which are some were related and were i would
like to have an indebt knowledge about the subject , it provides us the
knowledge and skills which are required by the employer . The Course is
accredited with Association of Project Management. IT will give me the required
skills for placement options. This course covers creative thinking and develops a
leadership skill in a person . Also teaches us new and advance level of
Management technique This course will teach me in administrating the major
projects in any organisation on different levels .This course also provides the
combination of placement after the studies were in i will be able to have a
hands on experience in the same filed and will be able to use my skills and
knowledge and learn different layers of management in an organisation .
In the end once i finish this course i shall return to my home county and search
for some good options in good reputed companies at the managerial role, also
with the placement year experience i will be able to use my experience learned
and earned from an international company . with my home country organisation
were i can grow the company at an advance level and can also have a good
growth in my carrier to and can have a successful and settle life .
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